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More Travel,
More Fun,
Lasting Friendships

“Khun Boy, The local
 master”“Chao Pho Chang Nga Deang shrine”

In the era when money and material possessions are more important than anything else, 
a life that relies only on components around you sought from nature is a simple but rather 
free and sustainable happiness. Crops, vegetable, fruit, and herbs that can be harvested 
throughout the year with any purchases, and meat of small and large animals sourced 

season, safe and contaminant-free, whose source is 100% retraceable.

With the coordinate being of a verdant forest surrounded by mountains adjacent to the border of Lao People’s 
Democratic Republic of Muap River, this Tambon in the highland of Amphoe Wiang Sa can be considered to be a land 

introduction to Nam Muap will begin Chao Pho Chang Nga Daeng, a sacred place that houses the spirit and faith of the 
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“Trekking and Mushroom Hunting”

of both humans and animals are the forest, so after we’ve arrived, Nam Muap locals will take us to the forest to forage for 

f
 

March to May, and he would take me harvesting for red ant eggs with wicker basket without fear of getting ant stings 

versatile they could be cooked into so many dishes, from fried egg, soup, chili dip, and could also be cooked into soups 



“Lab Mu Mi”

“You will learn fishing techniquefrom the local people”

in Nam Muap, so we will change our role from a forager 

square net stretched on four corners onto bamboo rods, 

you will realize how living a life not always tied up with 

there’s no need to buy, all you have to do is seek after 

be willing to teach you every last step as if you were 

offal like intestine and liver, everything has to be deep 

deep fried into pork rind, some prefer it boiled, but all 

b Mu Mi”“Lab

offal lof

deep



“Matao, commonly known as Luk Chit”

“Peeling Matao”

We will be so stuffed after the meal so let’s burn some calories by sightseeing 

picked 
something 

music below and 
found young students rehearsing their dances with 

warmth, comprising of music 
the band of elderly to accompany
meal, concluded with the elderly binding our wrists with threads and 

you still have any energy left, you can join the nighttime activities that 

The method is really easy since all you have to do is to snatch them 

them in water to let them spit out all the mud and then wash and 
clean them again with water, then grind them up with clean water 

leaves, and pandan leaves that were all previously blended 

You will learn how to 
catch a crabs and make “Nam Pu”



“warm grilling khoa lam. Bon appetit!”

“Very tempting banana fr
ies”

We will wake up to another refreshing 
day, grab the bike and cycle to the morning 
market, then head to today’s activity that is to watch the 

which are essentially banana chips, available in sweet, natural, and barbecue 

making it you will also get to taste it nonstop that will be compelled 

another member of Nam Muap community, you won’t 





After cooked “nam pu”

Sa - Nam Muap for 37 kilometers

Trousers, sneakers, notebook to write down recipes 

Preparations:

how life and happiness do not need to be tied to money 
and material possessions only and that the value of each 
dish of food will increase if you know its background, 

Values and 
impressions gained:

  mushrooms, and digging for bamboo shoots

• Cooking local signature dishes like 

• Making basketworks

Trivia:

Contacts for 
tourism: Directions:

Target audience:

Activities with
communities:

Best time to travel:

cultures, and lifestyles of each locality, to try 
foraging for ingredients to cook like a local, and 

All year round, but during rainy season mushrooms would 

see fogs of the late rainy season and early winter, you 

Nam Muap is a highland area partially made up of 

through, making it a plentiful region through the 



“Ban Nam Muap Homestay”

“Daen Thong Buddhist’s relics”

Accommodation:

Tourist attractions:

that has been the center of the spirit of the local 

The villagers believe it will grant any wish you ask for, 

don’t only get to pay respect and enhance your 

interesting cultures like dance rehearsal, basketworks, 

Souvenirs and must-haves:  

• Shampoos, herbal dabbers, balms, 



We will wake up early to cycle for the clean air towards the morning market to 

relics for luck and fortune, and also at Chao Pho Chang Nga Deang, the center of faith Day 1

Day 2
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